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Anti-scatter grids represent an important way of improving image quality in x-ray based exams. However, 
their use comes with increased radiation dosages. Removing anti-scatter grids represents a potential 
way to limit radiation dosage. Voiding cystelourethrograms (VCUG) are commonly done fluoroscopic 
procedures done in pediatric populations. To limit radiation dosage from VCUGs we undertook a study to 
determine how image quality changes with the removal of anti-scatter grid during VCUGs. A water based 
phantom with simulated ureters was constructed and imaged with the grid in place and removed. The 
depth of the water in the phantom was increased over the course of the experiment to simulate 
increasing pediatric patient thickness. Four readers, two radiologists and two imaging physicists, 
assessed the visibility of the ureters and scored the images on a Likert scale. The results indicated that 
there is no significant difference in image quality between images acquired with the anti-scatter grid in 
place versus when it is removed. This means that anti-scatter grid removal is a viable strategy for dose 
saving in pediatric populations undergoing voiding cystelourethrograms.
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An investigation of the effects of anti-scatter grid usage on patient dose and vessel visibility 

in pediatric voiding cystourethrography as a function of patient size 

 

Introduction 

 

X-ray imaging has led to major improvements in both diagnosis and treatment of disease. 

Fluoroscopy is an important type of diagnostic imaging and it is used extensively to provide live 

imaging (as opposed to still radiographic images) of all body regions. Fluoroscopy typically has 

a low dose rate per image, but radiation dosages can be significant for longer, more 

complicated exams 1. The doses associated with fluoroscopic exams are generally well 

tolerated but there is a documented risk of radiation induced injuries, including burns, as well as 

a theoretical risk of carcinogenesis 2,3. As such, it is important to ensure that radiation dosage is 

limited to as low as reasonably possible while still maintaining diagnostic utility which is the 

basis of the As Low As Reasonably Achievable or ALARA approach to imaging4. ALARA 

promotes the use of techniques and technologies which will limit radiation dosage to patients in 

order to ensure patient safety5.  Limiting radiation dosage in pediatric populations is particularly 

important because of the higher radio-sensitivity of children. 

One technique which limits radiation dose is the removal of the anti-scatter grid6.  Anti-scatter 

grids are the most commonly used scatter reduction devices for exams involving X-rays. Anti-

scatter grids are sheets of lead interspaced with radiolucent material, such as plastic.  They are 

placed between the patient and the detector to limit the scattered radiation which is generated 

when the primary x-ray beam passes through the patient Scattered radiation is generated when 

photons from the incident primary x-ray beam are deflected off their course. This results in 

higher levels of noise within the resulting image. Anti-scatter grid use increases the quality of 

the image and helps decrease image noise 7. However, an increased dosage is required since 

part of the non-scattered primary beam is also absorbed by the grid. The dose penalty of anti-

scatter grids can be on the order of 2 times8.   It is therefore possible to lower radiation dosage 

by removing the grid during exams9. This is easier to do in thinner patients, as there is less 

scatter generated when there is less tissue for the x-ray beam to pass through10. Thus grid 

removal is a realistic method for dose saving in pediatric populations, and has been advocated 

as a dose saving method11.  

Voiding cystelourethrograms (VCUGs) are the most common fluoroscopic procedure 

done in pediatric populations12. There were 196 VCUGs performed at the Children’s Hospital in 

Winnipeg in 2017. They involve filling the bladder with iodinated contrast via a catheter and 

having the patient micturate. There are numerous indications for performing VCUGs but the 

most frequent of these is the diagnosis or assessment of vesicoureteral reflux. As with any 

exam which utilizes ionizing radiation, there is a certain level of risk. The doses used in VCUG 

are not insignificant13–15 and any method of potentially lowering radiation dose should be 

explored. 

A literature search conducted previously identified a number of studies evaluating the effects of 

anti-scatter grids for a variety of fluoroscopic exams. However, none addressed grid usage in 

VCUGs.  
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Because vesicouretral reflux is the most common indication for performing a VCUG the visibility 

of ureters during the examination is very important.  The purpose of this phantom based 

experiment was to assess how ureter visibility changed with anti-scatter grid usage in the 

context of increasing patient abdominal thickness.  

 

Materials and Methods 

 

A water based phantom was chosen due to the fact that water is tissue equivalent, meaning that 

no additional conversion is required when simulating patient thickness16.The modelwas 

constructed with the assistance of the Medical Devices group at CancerCare Manitoba to 

simulate pediatric patients undergoing voiding cystelourethrograms. The phantom measured 16 

cm by 16 cm with a depth of 20 cm, and a 1 cm thick insert with three simulated ureters with 

diameters of 1 mm,3 mm, and 5 mm to simulate a range of common pediatric ureter 

diameters17. The insert could be moved up and down in increments of 0.7 cm. Water was added 

to the tank beginning at a depth of 11 cm and filled in a manner to keep the insert halfway 

between bottom of the tank and the surface of the water. Seven depths of water from 11cm to 

19.4 cm were used to simulate patients of different ages18  and are listed in Table 1. 

The phantom was imaged at Children’s Hospital in Winnipeg using a GE Precision 500D 

fluoroscopy system. The simulated ureters were filled with 2:1 dilution of Omnipaque Iohexol 

350, the contrast medium used for VCUGs in the Department. Styrofoam packing material was 

placed on the surface of the water to simulate overlying bowel gas. The phantom was first 

centred and oriented in the same position  using continuous fluoroscopy at 15 pulses/ sec with a 

32 cm field of view. Five images using last image hold were recorded with the grid out and the 

grid in with seven different depths of water.  

A four point Likert scale was created with the assistance of a statistician to assess ureter 

visibility. The scale is as follows:1=Not visible, 2=Questionably visible, 3=Visible but indistinct, 

and 4=Visible and clear. Two experienced pediatric radiologists and two imaging physicists 

were used as the readers. All the images were transferred to a CD to enable randomization and 

then were uploaded onto the picture archiving and communications system (PACS). The 

images were shown to the readers in random order on the medical-grade displays of radiology 

workstations. The readers were allowed to adjust the brightness and contrast of the images. 

They were asked to assess visibility of the ureters using the above Likert scales. Once the 

reading of the images was finished the data was compiled and was assessed for changes in 

ureter visibility as a function of water depth and anti-scatter grid usage.  

Disagreement between readers was used instead of agreement because of the small variability 

between readers when assigning scores. Disagreement was measured by taking all the quality 

scores for each image and assigning them a disagreement score of 1 to 4. A score of 1 

indicates perfect agreement for the image. A score of 2 indicates that there were two different 

image quality scores assigned to an image. A score of 3 indicates that there were higher levels 

of disagreement with 3 different image quality scores being assigned to an image. A score of 4 

indicates that there were four different quality scores for the same image, meaning that there 

was no agreement between any of the readers for that particular image. The disagreement 

scores were then averaged over the five images acquired for each iteration of depth and anti-
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scatter grid usage. Scores closer to 1 indicate higher agreement for that depth whereas scores 

closer to 4 indicate greater disagreement between readers for that iteration.  

 

Results 

 

Image quality scores are shown for all four readers in Tables 1-4. Image quality scores for 

images acquired with the grid  remained high for all four observers throughout the course of the 

experiment. There did appear to be a drop  in image quality scores as tank depth increased. 

The most marked drop occured between tank depths of 15 and 16.4 cm. Images quality scores 

less than 4 increased from 25% to 55% between these two tank depths (Table 5, Fig. 1). With 

the grid removed there was a similar increase10% to 65% between depths of 15 cm and 16.4 

cm. Image quality scores did not vary appreciably between images acquired with the grid in and 

those with the grid out (Table 5, Fig. 1).   

For both the grid in and grid out disagreement in image quality scores among readers was 

limited. Figure 2 shows the average number of unique image quality scores for different tank 

depths. For the grid in from 11 to 15 centimetres, average disagreement scores increased from 

1.2 to 1.8, indicating that there is good agreement between readers for these thicknesses. For 

the images acquired with the grid out, the average disagreement scores for tank depths 

between 11 and 15 centimetres increased from 1 to 1.4, indicating high agreement. With the 

anti-scatter grid in place, between tank depths of 16.4 cm and 19.4cm, average disagreement 

scores varied between 2 and 2.4,indicating slightly higher disagreement as the tank depth 

increased. This trend is also noted when the anti-scatter grid was removed. The average image 

disagreement scores for 16.4cm,17.8cm, and 19.4cm tank depth were 2.4, 2, and 2 

respectively. This indicates that regardless of whether or not the anti-scatter grid was in place 

there was higher disagreement for deeper tank depth and correspondingly simulated patient 

thickness. 

 

Discussion 

 

The results of this study indicate that there is no substantial difference in image quality between 

images acquired with the anti-scatter grid in place and when it is removed. The frequency of 

image quality scores less than 4 remained less in the group of images obtained without the anti-

scatter in place until a tank depth of 16.4 cm, where the set of images obtained with the anti-

scatter grid in place had less images with an image quality value less than 4 given to them. The 

largest difference that occurred past this point was at a tank depth of 19.4 cm where images 

acquired with the grid in had 16 image quality scores less than 4 assigned versus 18 with the 

anti-scatter grid taken out. This indicates that there is not a substantial difference in image 

quality between images taken with the anti-scatter grid in place versus when the anti-scatter grid 

is removed. In fact, up until a depth of 16.4cm it appears that image quality may in fact be 

slightly better with the anti-scatter grid removed. Image quality scores were consistently higher 

for images acquired with the grid out up until this depth.  As water depth, and accordingly 
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simulated patient thickness increased, there seemed to be a trend towards a lower frequency of 

image quality scores less than 4 with the anti-scatter grid in place.  

The image quality scores remained high throughout the course of the experiment, with only 

reader 2 (table 2) assigning any scores of 2. This indicates that the images remained of 

diagnostic utility throughout the course of the experiment regardless of the presence of the anti-

scatter grid or the depth of the water. 

The findings indicate that anti-scatter grid removal may be a reasonable method of dose 

reduction for voiding cystelourethrograms in children. Anti-scatter grid removal has been studied 

extensively in other contexts as a dose saving method. Several papers have noted that 

removing the anti-scatter grid in pediatric populations undergoing cardiac exams show 

decreased dosage with no significant reduction in image quality or patient outcomes 19–21. This 

has been noted in other types of exams as well, with only a few select papers suggesting that 

the anti-scatter grid should be left in always22,23. Dose saving from the removal of the grid varies 

within these studies and was not assessed in  this experiment and represents potential future 

research.  

When using anti-scatter grids during fluoroscopy the dose rate has to be increased by 

approximately a factor of two8. Multiple studies have shown that dose savings can be as much 

as 50 percent when the anti-scatter grid is removed19,24,25. There was little disagreement 

between readers in their assessment of image quality. Images which one reader found of poor 

quality were typically assessed as of lesser quality by the other readers as well.  

There are some limitations with the design of this study.  In order to simulate overlying anatomy 

and bowel gas, foam packing material was placed on the surface of the water. This introduced 

some noise to the images, which one would expect in the setting of imaging the human 

abdomen, but is not an exact equivalent. There were also some limits on the statistical analysis 

of this study in that there was very high agreement between readers. This meant that formal 

calculations of inter reader reliability could not be performed as they tend to break down at the 

extremes. On the advice of the statistician a simpler method of looking at the absolute number 

of disagreements was done instead.  

Anti-scatter grid removal represents a key way to limit radiation dosage to patients undergoing 

X-ray based exams. It appears that it may be a reasonable method of dose saving in patients 

undergoing voiding cystelourethrograms. Further research is needed to characterize the extent 

of the dose saving possible and to see how it relates to clinical settings. 
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Appendix 

Anti-scatter Grid In 

 Tank Depth 
(cm) 

11 12.2 13.5 15 16.4 17.8 19.4 

Image 
Quality  
Score 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 
 

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 4 

 4 5 5 5 5 4 4 1 

Anti-scatter Grid Out 

Image 
Quality  
Score 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 
 

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 3 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 

 4 5 5 5 5 4 3 5 
 

Table 1. Reader 1 Image Quality Scores. Image quality was scored on a four point Likert scale. 1=Not 

visible, 2=Questionably visible, 3=Visible but indistinct, and 4=Visible and clear. Five images were taken 

for each iteration of depth and grid placement. The numbers in the table represent the amount of scores 

assigned to each Likert value for that iteration. 

Anti-scatter Grid In 

 Tank Depth 
(cm) 

11 12.2 13.5 15 16.4 17.8 19.4 

Image 
Quality  
Score 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 
 

2 0 0 0 0 3 3 3 

 3 1 4 4 5 2 2 2 

 4 4 1 1 0 0 0 0 

 
Anti-scatter Grid Out 

Image 
Quality  
Score 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 
 

2 0 0 0 0 2 2 3 

 3 0 2 2 2 3 3 2 

 4 5 3 3 3 0 0 0 
 

Table 2. Reader 2 Image Quality Scores. Image quality was scored on a four point Likert scale. 1=Not 

visible, 2=Questionably visible, 3=Visible but indistinct, and 4=Visible and clear. Five images were taken 

for each iteration of depth and grid placement. The numbers in the table represent the amount of scores 

assigned to each Likert value for that iteration.  
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Anti-scatter Grid In 

 Tank Depth 
(cm) 

11 12.2 13.5 15 16.4 17.8 19.4 

Image 
Quality  
Score 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 
 

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 3 1 0 2 0 2 3 3 

 4 4 5 3 5 3 2 2 

 
Anti-scatter Grid Out 

Image 
Quality  
Score 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 
 

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 3 0 0 0 0 3 2 3 

 4 5 5 5 5 2 3 2 
 

Table 3. Reader 3 Image Quality Scores. Image quality was scored on a four point Likert scale. 1=Not 

visible, 2=Questionably visible, 3=Visible but indistinct, and 4=Visible and clear. Five images were taken 

for each iteration of depth and grid placement. The numbers in the table represent the amount of scores 

assigned to each Likert value for that iteration. 

Anti-scatter Grid In 

 Tank Depth 
(cm) 

11 12.2 13.5 15 16.4 17.8 19.4 

Image 
Quality  
Score 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 
 

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 3 0 0 0 0 3 4 4 

 4 5 5 5 5 2 1 1 

 
Anti-scatter Grid Out 

Image 
Quality  
Score 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 
 

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 3 0 0 0 0 4 5 5 

 4 5 5 5 5 1 0 0 
 

Table 4. Reader 4 Image Quality Scores. Image quality was scored on a four point Likert scale. 1=Not 

visible, 2=Questionably visible, 3=Visible but indistinct, and 4=Visible and clear. Five images were taken 

for each iteration of depth and grid placement. The numbers in the table represent the amount of scores 

assigned to each Likert value for that iteration. 
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Anti-scatter Grid In 

 Tank Depth 
(cm) 

11 12.2 13.5 15 16.4 17.8 19.4 

Image 

Quality 

Score 

1 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 

 

2 

0 0 0 0 3 3 3 

 3 2 4 6 5 8 10 13 

 4 18 16 14 15 9 7 4 

 
Anti-scatter Grid Out 

Image 

Quality 

Score 

1 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 

 

2 

0 0 0 0 2 2 3 

 3 0 2 2 2 11 12 10 

 4 20 18 18 18 7 6 7 
 

Table 5. Total From All Readers Image Quality Scores. Image quality was scored on a four point Likert 

scale. 1=Not visible, 2=Questionably visible, 3=Visible but indistinct, and 4=Visible and clear. Five images 

were taken for each iteration of depth and grid placement. The numbers in the table represent the amount 

of scores assigned to each Likert value for that iteration for all four readers combined 
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Figure 1. Frequency of image quality scores less than 4. A value 

of 4 represents an image that is perfectly clear. Images where 

scores were 2 and 3 are represented in this graph. A score of 2 

represents an image where the ureters were questionably visible 

and a score of 3 represent images that were visible but 

indistinct. No images were scored 1 or not visible. 

 

Figure 2. Average disagreement score. Disagreement was scored on a 

4 point scale. 1 represents perfect agreement between all readers. 2 

represents two distinct image quality scores (eg. 3,4,4,4 or 3,3,4,4). 3 

represents three distinct image quality scores (eg. 2,3,4,4 or 2,3,3,4) 

and 4 represents no agreement between readers. Image 

disagreement scores were averaged over the five images acquired at 

each iteration of depth and grid placement 

 


